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Press release

Kushtia, Bangladesh: June 77 ,2019

SETU organized a seminar on

World Day to Combat Desertification 2019

Limitless use of natural resources effected to make the climate hostile that increased
the global warming and threatened the planet for human habitation. Lack of climate
justice, governance and accountability the environment is being damaged making the
planet unlivable.

Many parts of Bangladesh are turning into desert as an adverse effect of climate
change. The speakers feared this in the seminar organized by SETU in Kushtia on the
occasion of combating desertification and 25th anniversary of {INCCD on }une 17,
2019.

Md. Shahidullah Sheikh, chairperson of SETU presided the seminar while
Prof. Dr. Md. Selim Toha, Treasurer of Islamic University, Kushtia was present as

chief guest. M A Quader Executive Director of SETU moderated the seminar.

The speakers urged all from individual to state along with global citizens to make the
world livable in the seminar. The theme of the day is "Let's grow the future together".

Guests and speakers said that crop fields, forests, water bodies, food banks were being
damaged due to desertification and drought resulting increase of poverty which raising
inequality. They suggested promote green energy and avoid fossil fuel. It is essential
to use the nature in a sustainable and eco-friendly way to protect life, livelihood and
prevent desertification. All need to be active in order to save the globe. From right
now all GOs, NGOs, CSOs and tIN bodies must have to work together to combat
desertifi cation achieving SDGs.

Prof. Dr. Selim Toha said we are hurting the nature and the nature is taking revenge
instead. The weather is becoming unbearable. He warned many parts of the world
have turned into desert. Bangladesh is just as victim of that very problem. We found
that the forests and water bodies are dried up day by day which are the forecast of
desertification. In this very grave situation all concerned needed to come ahead
together to save the nature, he added.
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